
Are you looking for a new or better accountant, or perhaps 

something more? We offer support on multiple levels:

Basics

Outstanding value for money 

accountancy services

Annual accounting, VAT accounting, 

Payroll and Bookkeeping

Reliable, trustworthy and efficient

Your own accountant

Momentum

Enable and empower significant, 

sustained growth

Board level advice, guidance and expertise

Raise finance for expansion

Execute fruitful mergers and acquisitions

Make wise investment decisions

Progress

Timely, practically applicable financial 

reporting

Tailored reports giving you the visibility 

you need

Plan and drive your business' growth

Powerful, cloud-based reporting engine

WITH A HUMAN TOUCH



Alpha-Financials is here to ensure your success through strong business fundamentals

www.alpha-financials.com

Finance specialists who offer so much more...
Raising Finance 

Valuations

Turnaround

M & A

Investment Decisions

Increasing Profits

Clearing the hurdle of deciding you need to raise capital is a big decision – but it’s only the start. Alpha-Financials knows 

what is required for each of these options and will ensure you get the appropriate outcome and the best financial deal.

Whether you’re negotiating with prospective buyers, buying out fellow shareholders, supporting an employee share 

option scheme or for other HMRC purposes, Alpha-Financials will match an independent company valuation to the 

specific situation you have.

To assess your business’s overall financial structure and to suggest how to increase profits and improve risk 

management by better integrating finance and operations, we offer the services of one of Alpha-Financials’ expert interim 

finance directors, typically for two or three days per month.

If you are considering the sale of your business, or the purchase of another – whether in part or a complete buy-out, 

Alpha-Financials’ in-depth experience of M&A transactions ensures you sell or buy at the best possible price, within an 

agreed completion timescale.

Alpha-Financials provides solutions to various scenarios, ensuring business owners know how to value these 

opportunities. This means understanding the likely returns, how risks and returns can influence them and in the case of a 

bid, what price will prove competitive whilst also ensuring good returns into the future.

Increase your profits by finding your business’ hidden cash. This is money trapped in your business today and released 

without extra sales tomorrow. The effort required to get it is minimal compared with the benefits, but if you don’t use it, 

you lose it.
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